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Dallanges, an emerging artist who is thought-provoking, has just released for the 
month of pride, his artwork series “cry for Help”. His motto is to push boundaries. He 
urges the young (and the not so young) to break out of their shells and push their 
limits. He applies this to himself by pushing the boundaries of artistic creation. He just 
released a series of artworks representing this call for help and describing the need to 
push the boundaries of society when one is a young gay person even today in some 
environments.
 
The series “Cry for Help” depicts young men who are ashamed of being gay and are 
hiding. In the main artwork, the young man is shirtless and shown in an American shot. 
His body is painted with white and light blue stripes. His head is covered with a hooded 
mask striped with white and blue bands. Only his nipples and navel are left unpainted. 
He is depicted waiting in submission, anticipating what will happen to him, as if he 
were about to be executed. The painting evokes a deep sense of respect and anxiety, 
and the viewer feels the desire to help and save him before it is too late. It raises 
awareness of the weight that being gay still represents in certain communities. The 
background is a blue sky with a few clouds intentionally depicting good weather, to 
show that this can happen in an apparently peaceful environment.
 
The artworks showcase the artist's mastery of digital mixed media, where realism and 
painting blend seamlessly, making it hard to distinguish between a painting and a 
photograph. However, this question seems to fade away in the face of the intense 
emotion one experiences while looking at the painting. It is impossible to avert one's 
gaze without feeling the need to do something to save the young man. The artwork 
cries out for help.



ABOUT DALLANGES :

Dallanges : Emerging Artist Inspiring limitless Possibilities - Contemporary Art. 


Optics engineer-turned-artist, Dallanges, pioneered a unique art form, evoking 
limitless possibilities and emotions through image manipulation techniques and a 
distinct palette of infinite blues, golds, and blacks. 


Fascinated by contemporary artists Soulages and Anna Eva Bergman, he 
pioneers an art form inspiring limitless possibilities, earning him the nickname 
"Soulages of Blue. 


Contact Information : 

PR@Dallanges.com 

+44 (0)20 3289 7474 

Instagram : @dallanges 

Website : https://www.dallanges.com

Visit www.dallanges.com to see currently available artworks. 
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